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Overview of Version Update 

Version Function expanded corrected 

V3.3.2 ID# 96 
The data of a grid object’s cell is not updated if 
it has the focus. 

  

 ID# 190 
The sorting order of the object selection list 
can now be configured over 
“Tools/Options/Property Grid” 

  

 ID# 702 
The input field is not updated at a value 
change if it has the focus, but the editing of a 
new value has not started. 

  

 ID# 740 
Macros, fonts as well as fill/line styles could 
not be copied within the object pool tree. 

  

 ID# 1031 
There is an abnormal behavior with 
dropdowns and combo boxes when working 
with two monitors. 

  

 ID# 1238 
When loading a screen a combo box object 
fires the event “OnChange” twice, which is not 
correct. 

  

 ID# 1252 
A Pointer object gets a wrong position, when it 
was moved over Drag&Drop on a zoomed soft 
key screen. 

  

 #ID 1254 
The macro commands SetLEDState, 
ShowUserList, ShowUserLevelList do not 
work.   

  

 ID# 1263 
It is not possible to change the type of a tag 
inserted over the “JetTagDB” window. 

  

 ID# 1275 
In the deployment settings the target “File 
System” parameter was saved as an absolute 
path. This caused problem when a project was 
copied to another folder. From now on this 
parameter is saved as a relative path to the 
project’s folder. 

  

 ID# 1295 
In a grid object the height of the column’s 
header is not saved. 
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Overview of Version Update 

Version Function expanded corrected 

V3.3.2 ID# 1347 
If a mask is created in a project’s subfolder, 
then the command “Navigate” does not work 
correctly.  

  

 ID# 2354 
The saving of bigger projects created with 
previous versions and therefore converted 
takes a tremendous amount of time. 

  

 ID# 2394 
The takeover of a new value in an input field 
with limits and a factor smaller than “1.0” de-
fined is not done correctly. 

  

 ID# 2406 
The selection dialog of a SelectInputObject 
command mistakenly offered input objects, 
which were deleted already. 

  

 ID# 2417 
The conversion from a JetView ER project to a 
JetView ER STX does not create a workingset 
object. 

  

 ID# 2419 
Changes in communication service docu-
ments are not always saved. 

  

 ID# 2420 
The user input over a digipot does not consid-
er neither minimum nor maximum limits of an 
I/O dynamic, if it is configured over a two-
dimensional tag array. 

  

 ID# 2423 
Project tree files cannot be moved by 
Drag&Drop 

  

 ID# 2424 
Tags with active status “auto” defined in the 
communication service do not get active even 
there are specified in a “OnDataChange” 
event. 

  

 ID# 2438 
Text, combo- and listboxes do not display 
texts containing the “&” character. 

  

 ID# 2441 
If an image object is changed by assigning a 
different picture file, then the path of this file is 
not saved correctly or is even not saved at all. 
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Overview of Version Update 

Version Function expanded corrected 

V3.3.2 ID# 2442 
If the project setting 
“EnbleEventsDuringOnLoad” is set to “false” 
then every first “OnDataChange” event of a 
mask is suppressed.  

  

 ID# 2443 
If no connection to the controller can be estab-
lished at the startup of the embedded runtime 
“JVER”, then there are no further successful 
connection attempts. 

  

 ID# 2444 
The event “OnCommStatusChanged” is never 
fired 

  

 ID# 2445 
If there are several events with the same 
name and different attributes, then deleting 
one event causes the deletion of all others as 
well. 

  

 ID# 2451 
The simulation starts behind the windows task 
bar placed on the left edge of the screen. 

  

 ID# 2456 
The property grid does not hold the scrolling 
position if another object is selected. 

  

 ID# 2461 
The deletion of a “WindowMask” was not done 
correctly. 

  

 ID# 2463 
With the configuration of JetAlarmService 
invalid tags could be selected for the parame-
ter “TriggerTag”. 

  

 ID# 2465 
The property “BackMode” cannot be altered in 
“Meter” and “MeterEx” objects. 

  

 ID# 2468 
Even the setting „Copy Image-Files to local 
Project-Folder“ is deactivated, the pictures of 
an image lists are copied to the project folder 
nevertheless. 

  

 ID# 2469 
The compiler shows an error if inside the 
hardware tree a controller and a display are 
having the same name 
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Overview of Version Update 

Version Function expanded corrected 

V3.3.2 ID# 2471 
Within an “XY-Graph” object the dynamically 
change color setting does not work neither for 
the fill color nor for the line color property. 

  

 ID# 2472 
If the value of a “ColorChange” dynamic 
dropped below the lowest limit then color is 
not set to the original one. 

  

 ID# 2473 
The “OnActivePageChange” event of  
WorkingSets are not always fired. 

  

 ID# 2474 
If a tag is addressed to a register bit number 
unequal zero, then event “OnDataChanged” is 
not fired at the change of the bit’s status. 

  

 ID# 2475 
Names of newly created masks are not gen-
erated according to the format of the object 
templates. 

  

 ID# 2476 
Inside the grid object a change of the row or 
column number does not take effect until the 
exit of UserMode. 

  

 ID# 2485 
The alarm services writes to a log file only if 
parameter “AllowMultibleLogfiles” is set. 

  

 ID# 2486 
Alarm service: Placeholders in alarm descrip-
tion only works if the tag’s active setting in the 
communication setting is set to “true” 

  

 ID# 2487 
Alarm service: After copying an alarm any 
changes to the alarm’s description text take 
effect to the copied ones as well. 

  

 ID# 2492 
Alarm service: Inside the alarm description 
any placeholder with a tag addressed shows 
the current value, not the value as it was at the 
time the alarm was raised. 

  

 ID# 2498 
Alarm service: The log file does not contain 
the alarm status. 

  

 ID# 2505 
The project tree does not show any container 
object size changes in the component editor. 
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V3.3.2 ID# 2511 
The change of a mask’s size also takes effect 
on this property in the display, so mistakenly 
all project screens are changed to the new 
size. 

  

 ID# 2514 
After creating a new group its size was not 
displayed correctly in the project tree. 

  

 ID# 2517 
On Platform “JetView-ER (PC)” the relation 
between mask height and mask width is not 
adjusted neither to the mask settings nor to 
the display settings. 

  

 ID# 2523 
Umlauts in texts like “OutputString” are not 
entered as character, but as hexadecimal 
value in the c-file generated by the compiler. 

  

 ID# 2524 
In the object “MeterEx” the line of the arcs are 
covered partially by the color of the sector. 

  

 


